A key goal of invasion biology is to identify the factors that favor species invasions. One potential indicator of invasiveness is the phylogenetic distance between a nonnative species and species in the recipient community. However, predicting invasiveness using phylogenetic information relies on an untested assumption: that both biotic resistance and facilitation weaken with increasing phylogenetic distance. We test the validity of this key assumption using a mathematical model in which a novel species is introduced into communities with varying ecological and phylogenetic relationships. Contrary to what is generally assumed, we find that biotic resistance and facilitation can either weaken or intensify with phylogenetic distance, depending on the mode of interspecific interactions (phenotype matching or phenotype differences) and the resulting evolutionary trajectory of the recipient community. Thus, we demonstrate that considering the mechanisms that drive phenotypic divergence between native and nonnative species can provide critical insight into the relationship between phylogenetic distance and invasibility.
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coevolution | competition | consumer-resource | ecophylogenetics | mutualism I nvasive species are a major cause of concern due to their large ecological, social, and economic consequences (1) (2) (3) . In principle, future invasions could be avoided by preventing introductions of potential invaders into susceptible communities. Thus, research has focused on identifying the characteristics that predispose species to becoming invasive (4-7) and the properties that make communities susceptible to invasion (8, 9) . Although generalities have been elusive, one approach that has recently been gaining interest is using phylogenetic distance (time since cladogenesis) between nonnative species and species in the recipient community as an indicator of invasion potential.
Darwin was the first to suggest that the probability of establishment by introduced species depends on their relatedness to native species (10) . However, as Darwin noted, the ecological similarity of related species can have opposing effects on their potential for coexistence ("Darwin's naturalization conundrum"). On the one hand, establishment in regions with close relatives should be facilitated by favorable abiotic conditions and the presence of suitable prey, hosts, and mutualists (Fig. 1A) . On the other hand, establishment in these regions should be inhibited by competition with the relatives themselves and exploitation by shared natural enemies (Fig. 1B) . Citing observations by Alphonse de Candolle and Asa Gray that naturalized species are more frequently from nonnative genera, Darwin concluded that competition was the dominant factor and relatedness to native species should reduce establishment success ("Darwin's naturalization hypothesis").
However, recent studies using statistical models, molecular phylogenetics, and experimental community assembly have revealed that the correlation between relatedness and establishment probability can be positive, negative, or zero (Table 1) . These findings call into question the paramountcy of competition and have led to reconsideration of other biotic and abiotic factors (11) . More fundamentally, doubt has been cast on the key assumption underlying both Darwin's intuitive arguments and contemporary research: that the effects of native species are strongest when phylogenetic distance to the nonnative species is low ( Fig. 1 ) (12) . Although this assumption is supported by studies showing that the presence of closely related species in a community increases competition (13) , attack by natural enemies (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , and visitation by mutualists (19) , a number of recent studies demonstrate the opposite, i.e., that distantly related species can experience more intense competition (12, 20) and herbivory (21) .
Insight into the causes of these anomalous results can be found by focusing on the two key assumptions made by Darwin: (i) introduced species experience progressively weaker interactions as their phenotypic distance to resident species increases, and (ii) phenotypic distance is positively correlated with phylogenetic distance. Violation of either of these underlying assumptions could alter the predicted relationship between phylogenetic distance and biotic resistance and facilitation.
We suggest that both of these assumptions are sensitive to the mode of interaction between species. The interaction mode governs how the phenotypes of individuals affect the outcome of an interaction between them, and different interaction modes can lead to dissimilar evolutionary patterns (e.g., ref. 22) . Two general interaction modes have been well documented: phenotype matching and phenotype differences. Phenotype matching yields interactions that are strongest when phenotypes are identical (Fig. S1) ; this interaction mode applies to traits such as those involved in exploitative competition mediated by shared resource
Significance
The application of phylogenetics is rapidly growing in many areas of biology. In invasion biology, phylogenetic information is now being used in an attempt to understand and predict species invasions. However, there is only a weak foundation for the prevalent predictions of how the phylogenetic distance between native and nonnative species should be related to the invasion success of the nonnative species. In this paper, a mechanistic model of species interactions and evolution is used to generate a unique set of predictions. These predictions deviate significantly from those assumed previously, suggesting that current explanations of phylogenetic distance-invasion relationships must be reevaluated. More generally, the results highlight the importance of considering the details of community processes when interpreting phylogenetic patterns.
Model and Analysis
To investigate the relationship between phylogenetic distance and establishment success, we calculate the probability that an introduced species,B, becomes established in a community containing its sister species, B, and an unrelated resident species, A (Fig. 2) . We assume B andB are sufficiently closely related that they share a niche and thus are competitors. In contrast, the unrelated resident species, A, may be a competitor, mutualist, consumer, or resource of both B andB. We further assume that these interspecific interactions among A, B, andB are governed by a single quantitative trait in each species (z A, z B , and zB, respectively). Encounters between individuals of different species have fitness consequences that depend on either the absolute (phenotype matching) or signed (phenotype differences) distance between their trait values (22) (23) (24) .
Once speciesB is introduced into the A-B community, its initial growth rate and, consequently, its probability of establishment are determined by interactions with the resident species. The outcomes of these interactions depend on the phenotypes of the residents A and B and of the introduced speciesB itself at the time of introduction. Below, we develop an evolutionary model to find the distributions of phenotypes of species A, B, andB at the time of introduction and then analyze how the establishment probability ofB changes with its phylogenetic distance from species B.
Let t represent the time since speciation between B andB (Fig. 2A) ; therefore, t is also a measure of the phylogenetic distance between B andB. At t = T 1 , species A and B begin to interact (Fig. 2B) , and, at t = T 2 , speciesB is introduced into the A-B community (Fig. 2C) . Note that 0 ≤ T 1 ≤ T 2 . We assume that the mean phenotypes of B andB (z B and zB, respectively) evolve independently without trend [e.g., by independent random genetic drift processes (25) ] from a common ancestral value, ζ, until time t = T 1 , after which the evolution of z B in species B is driven primarily by interactions with A (detailed in the next section). The mean phenotype zB, meanwhile, continues evolving with no consistent direction up until the time speciesB is introduced into the A-B community.
Evolution in the Recipient Community. We used a quantitative genetic framework (25) to model the evolution of resident species A and B from time T 1 until T 2 , the time that speciesB is first introduced into the community. For brevity, we describe the evolutionary recursions for species A; the equations for species B can be derived following the same logic.
Phylogenetic distance

Establishment probability
Abiotic and biotic facilitation Phylogenetic distance Establishment probability Biotic resistance A B Fig. 1 . Conventional predictions for the relationship between phylogenetic distance and establishment probability. (A) Abiotic conditions, mutualists, and resource species (e.g., prey and hosts) are expected to favor establishment of related species. As time t since cladogenesis increases, these favorable effects decline, leading to reduced probability of establishment. (B) Competitors and natural enemies are expected to disfavor establishment of related species. As time since cladogenesis increases, these unfavorable effects decline, leading to increased probability of establishment. We start by defining the fitness of an individual of species A in the absence of biotic interactions as k A . We then assume that individuals of species A and B encounter one another at random. The fitness outcome of an encounter depends on both individuals' phenotypes, z A and z B , through an interaction function, X AB ðz A ; z B Þ. Depending on the ecological interaction type (consumer-resource, competition, or mutualism) and the outcome of the encounter (favorable or unfavorable) for the focal individual, its fitness can be increased, decreased, or left unchanged by the interaction function. Thus, given an interspecific encounter, the fitness of an individual of species A becomes the following:
In Methods S1 of SI Text, we describe in detail two forms of the interaction function X AB ðz A ; z B Þ that correspond to phenotype differences and phenotype matching. Here, we outline the general modeling approach for both interaction modes. Because phenotypes z A and z B can jointly affect fitness in species A and B, these traits may coevolve. Evolution of the mean phenotype of species A, z A , over one generation is described by the deterministic recursion (25, 26) :
where G A is the additive genetic variance for phenotype z A and
is the mean fitness of species A given phenotype distributions ρ A,t (z A ) and ρ B,t (z B ), which we assume remain Gaussian at all times t. Iterating Eq. 2, the mean phenotype in species A at the time that speciesB is introduced (t = T 2 ) is as follows:
in which z A ðT 1 Þ is the mean phenotype of A when it first interacts with B. Similarly, at t = T 2 , the mean phenotype in species B is as follows:
Eqs. 4 assume that only the means of the phenotype distributions change over time and that additive genetic variances G A and G B are constant (25, 27 ).
Probability of Establishment. We are interested in studying how establishment of the introduced species,B, depends on its phylogenetic distance (i.e., time since speciation, t) from its resident relative, B. Meanwhile, phenotypic divergence of B andB is initially driven by stochastic processes (0 < t ≤ T 1 ; Fig. 2A ), then primarily by B's interactions with A (t > T 1 ; Fig. 2B ; Methods S1).
To test the effect of phylogenetic distance, we compare the probability of establishment of speciesB at time t > T 1 to its probability of establishment at t = T 1 , i.e., before any phenotypic divergence between B andB driven by evolution in the A-B community. OnceB is introduced into the A-B community at t = T 2 , we assume that its probability of becoming established is directly related to its mean fitness, which determines its initial rate of population growth. The mean fitness ofB depends on interactions with the resident species; for simplicity, we assume that individuals of speciesB are equally likely to encounter individuals of either resident species (this assumption is relaxed in the simulations described in Methods S2 of SI Text). Thus, the mean fitness of species B introduced at t = T 2 is as follows:
where ρBðzBÞ is the phenotype distribution ofB. The first term of Eq. 5 is the contribution to population mean fitness from those individuals that encounter species A, and the second term represents the contribution from those individuals that encounter species B. Although Eq. 5 is sufficient to predict the short-term deterministic growth or decline of newly introduced speciesB, it ignores stochastic demographic effects that are particularly important in small populations (28). We accounted for demographic stochasticity implicitly using the following approach. Given initial population size N, the probability thatB goes extinct locally is approximately e −NWBðT2Þ , such that initial populations with slow growth are more likely to go extinct (see ref. 29 for an analogous approach). Consequently, we calculate the probability thatB becomes established (i.e., avoids immediate extinction) as follows:
where WBðT 2 Þ is its expected mean fitness when introduced at t = T 2 (Eq. 5).
In Methods S1, we show that Eqs. 5 and 6 provide good approximations for the expected fitness and establishment probability of speciesB even when allowing for weak, nondirectional phenotypic divergence between species B andB.
Results
What Is the Relationship Between Phylogenetic Distance and Establishment Probability? We derived analytic conditions for establishment probability ofB to increase with phylogenetic distance given that interactions are mediated by phenotype matching (Methods S1). These conditions are expressed in terms of the fitness effects of interactions, βB A (effect of A onB) and βB B (effect of B onB), and the directional, relative evolutionary rate coefficients of the resident species, φ A = − and φ B = − αM β BA GB 2ðkB + β BA Þ , in which α M is the sensitivity of the interaction function to the match between the individuals' phenotypes and β AB and β BA measure the fitness effects of interactions between A and B (see also Methods S1 and Table S2 ). Note that φ B determines the rate and direction that species B diverges phenotypically from its relativeB.
The establishment probability ofB at t = T 2 will have increased compared with its value at t = T 1 if there has been a net decrease of resistance or a net increase of facilitation as a result of resident evolution. These favorable changes will occur after a single generation (T 2 = T 1 + 1) if
Communities in which residents A and B are competitors or mutualists satisfy Eq. 7 for all parameter combinations, but consumer-resource communities generally can only meet this condition if the fitness ofB is affected more by interactions with its sister species B than with A and if B evolves more rapidly than A. However, even if the establishment probability ofB initially decreases in consumer-resource communities, it will increase as (
when φ A + φ B < 0, and if
when φ A + φ B > 0. Thus, establishment probability in consumerresource communities will eventually increase over a wide range of parameter values, especially if the dominant interactionsB faces are with a rapidly evolving sister species, B (Fig. 3 ).
For the phenotype differences model of interspecific interactions, we find that the establishment probability ofB will decrease with phylogenetic distance regardless of the recipient community type (Methods S1). The contrast between this result and those derived for phenotype matching suggests that the mode of interaction, rather than facilitation vs. resistance, is critical for understanding how the probability of establishment changes with phylogenetic distance.
We examined the robustness of our analytic results by developing complementary, individual-based simulations of diploid, sexual species with phenotypes determined by additive, unlinked loci (Methods S2). These simulations relax key assumptions of our analytical model including weak selection, Gaussian phenotype distributions, and fixed additive genetic variance. In accord with the deterministic model, the simulations show that, when fitness consequences of interspecific encounters depend on phenotype matching, the probability of establishment tends to increase with phylogenetic distance (Fig. 4, Left) , and when these consequences depend on phenotype differences, the probability of establishment decreases as phylogenetic distance increases (Fig. 4, Right) .
Both the analytical and simulation results show that establishment probability changes as an asymptoting function of phylogenetic distance. The timescale required to approach the asymptote (which exists, in part, because establishment probabilities are bounded by zero and 1) depends strongly on model parameters. For instance, if additive genetic variance is small, changes in establishment probability may continue to accrue over thousands to tens of thousands of generations. In contrast, if additive genetic variance is large, changes in establishment probability may occur over only a small number of generations before an asymptote is reached (Fig. S2 ).
Our findings demonstrate that the conventional wisdom, i.e., that both biotic resistance and facilitation weaken with phylogenetic distance ( Fig. 1) , is not generally valid. Below, we examine in greater detail how the evolution of the recipient community shapes the relationship between phylogenetic distance and the establishment of introduced species.
How Does Biotic Facilitation Change as the Recipient Community
Evolves? The establishment of introduced species is facilitated by interactions with resident resource species and mutualists. Traditionally, this biotic facilitation has been expected to weaken with increasing phenotypic distance, and thus also with increasing phylogenetic distance (Fig. 1A) . As described below, we always found that increasing phenotypic distance led to weaker biotic facilitation. Furthermore, we found that phenotypic and phylogenetic distance increased together whenever interactions are governed by phenotype differences and when consumer-resource interactions are governed by phenotype matching. When interactions are governed by phenotype differences, resident phenotypes escalate in "arms races" that give the residents an ever-increasing advantage over a freshly introduced species (Fig.  S3) . Meanwhile, when consumer-resource interactions are governed by phenotype matching, the resident resource species evolves to reduce phenotypic overlap with its consumer during a "coevolutionary chase" that has the consequence of also decreasing phenotypic overlap with and facilitation of the introduced consumer (Fig. S4C) .
The only deviation from the conventional prediction for facilitation occurs under phenotype matching when the introduced speciesB is a mutualist of A. By "converging" to match its resident mutualist partner B, species A also decreases its phenotypic distance to the introduced species. This closer match increases the benefit of the mutualism for the two partners, resulting in increased facilitation of speciesB (Fig. S4B ).
How Does Biotic Resistance Change as the Recipient Community
Evolves? The establishment of introduced species is resisted by interactions with resident competitors and consumers. Like facilitation, biotic resistance has been expected to weaken with increasing phenotypic and phylogenetic distance (Fig. 1B) . Indeed, in scenarios of biotic resistance, we found that phenotypic distance does tend to increase with phylogenetic distance (although sometimes only after a transient decrease in phenotypic distance). We further found that increasing phenotypic distance leads to weaker biotic resistance whenever interactions are governed by phenotype matching. Evolution of resident B driven by phenotype matching with A always increases the phenotypic distance between species B andB, thereby shrinking niche overlap and weakening biotic resistance due to competition (Fig. S4 A-D) . In the same way, "character displacement" of A
Relative interaction strength
Relative rate of evolution Relative rate of evolution A B Fig. 3 . The effect of resident, consumer-resource coevolution on establishment probability. When the probability of interactions is determined by phenotype matching and A and B are (A) resource and consumer or (B) consumer and resource, respectively, their coevolution can either increase (red) or decrease (blue) establishment probability of the introduced species,B. The change in establishment probability over time depends on the relative rate of evolution of A vs. B (φ A /φ B ) and on the relative effects of interactions with the residents on the fitness ofB (βB A =βB B ). Parameters:
when it is a competitor of B yields weaker biotic resistance against B (Fig. S4A ). Evolution of a resident consumer A engaged in a coevolutionary chase mediated by phenotype matching also tends to increase the phenotypic distance between species A and its introduced resource speciesB, thus making speciesB less vulnerable to exploitation (after a transient increase, Fig. S4D ; but see Fig. 3 ). Importantly, interactions mediated by phenotype differences never lead to the conventionally predicted decrease in resistance. This exception occurs despite the positive relationship between phenotypic and phylogenetic distance that is generated by arms races between the residents (Fig. S3) . By the definition of phenotype differences, increasing phenotype distance intensifies an antagonistic interaction for the species with the less extreme phenotype (Fig. S1) . Therefore, as it is the introduced speciesB that is left behind by the arms race (Fig. S3) , biotic resistance against B increases with phylogenetic distance.
Discussion
In the search for indicators of invasion potential, the phylogenetic distance between native and introduced species has emerged as an attractive candidate. However, the use of phylogenetic information is complicated by the fact that different relationships between phylogenetic distance and invasion potential have been expected depending on whether resistance (e.g., from competitors and natural enemies) or facilitation (e.g., from prey, mutualists, and the abiotic environment) is more significant (10, 11) . Here, we have shown that the reality is even more complex; the relationship between phylogenetic distance and the strength of biotic resistance or facilitation depends on the mechanisms that underlie interspecific interactions and evolution within the recipient community.
Considering the effects of the recipient community as a whole, we show that establishment probability generally increases with phylogenetic distance when the outcomes of resident interactions are determined by phenotypic matching, as for competitors undergoing character displacement, converging mutualists, or consumer-resource pairs involved in a coevolutionary chase. In contrast, we show that establishment probability declines with phylogenetic distance when the outcomes of resident interactions are determined by phenotypic differences, as for any community type locked in a coevolutionary arms race. Consequently, our results do not support interpretations that are generally offered for empirically observed patterns, i.e., that positive relationships between phylogenetic distance and nonnative establishment (as in Fig. 1B ) are due to biotic resistance from related competitors and their natural enemies (30-37), and that negative relationships (as in Fig. 1A ) are due to environmental filtering (38-44).
Our model makes empirically testable predictions that run counter to conventional wisdom in three cases. First, when competitive interactions are mediated by phenotype differences, we predict that the evolution of increased competitive ability by native species should cause the establishment probability of nonnative species to decline with increasing phylogenetic distance. This prediction is consistent with observations from experimental tests of plant competitive ability (20, 45) . Second, we predict that, when consumer-resource interactions are mediated by phenotype differences, evolutionary escalation of defense and attack traits in the native species should cause the establishment probability of nonnative species to decrease with phylogenetic distance. Such escalation between native species may explain why native herbivore damage to nonnative plants has been found to increase with these plants' phylogenetic distance to native plants in one study (21) . Third, we predict that evolution of phenotype matching between native mutualists should also increase the match to related, newly introduced species, thereby increasing facilitation and establishment probability with phylogenetic distance. This added benefit could be offset in nature, however, by strong competition for shared mutualists (46).
In all cases, our results show that establishment probability ultimately reaches an asymptotic value, such that further increases in phylogenetic distance have no additional influence. Because the rate at which this asymptote is reached depends upon model Phenotype matching Community type Change in probability of establishment Phylogenetic distance ( 2 ) Fig. 4 . The effect of phylogenetic distance on the probability of establishment. The change in establishment probability at t = T 2 is given relative to the establishment probability at t = T 1 = 0. Points are the mean of 25 simulation runs with randomly drawn initial genotypes and interaction fitness effects. The color of points represent whether the establishment probability increased (red), decreased (blue), or was unchanged (black). The direction of change in establishment probability depends on whether interactions were mediated by phenotype matching (Left) or phenotype differences (Right). Simulation parameters are given in Methods S2.
parameters and thus will likely vary among groups of organisms, it will generally be impossible to predict, a priori, over which timescales comparative studies should be conducted to maximize their power to detect an impact of phylogenetic distance. However, our results do allow us to make one concrete recommendation, namely, that comparative studies will be most powerful when they include at least some pairs of resident and introduced species that have speciated only recently.
Here, we chose to focus on a simplified recipient community to test the logic of the assumptions underlying Darwin's naturalization conundrum. This focus enabled us to identify a fundamental flaw in the logic; in contrast to what has been assumed, we find that the strength of interactions experienced by the introduced species can increase with phenotypic distance to a related, resident species. We expect this general finding also applies to more complex communities and therefore argue that more complex models developed for specific systems will have to consider the mechanisms underlying interspecific interactions to generate useful predictions.
Our study shows that a community's evolutionary history, i.e., how much and in what direction it has diverged phenotypically from the source communities of potential invaders, is a key predictor of its susceptibility to colonization by nonnative species. Whether a nonnative species is likely to encounter strong or weak interactions is critical for its probability of establishment (29). Here, we have shown that the strength of the interactions an introduced species faces depends not only on its relatedness to native species, as had been assumed previously, but also on how native species have evolved to interact with each other. Evolution in the native community is qualitatively different depending on the interaction mode-phenotype matching or phenotype differences-and both modes are prominent in a variety of community types (22) . Greater consideration of these mechanisms underlying biotic interactions will provide better insight into the probability of successful establishment by introduced species, as well as into community assembly more generally (e.g., ref. 45). 
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Methods S1 Phenotype Differences Model. In this model, the outcome of an interspecific encounter is determined by the signed distance between phenotypes ( Fig. S1 ; for examples, see Table S1 ).
For any type of species interaction, each individual has the potential to receive either a relatively favorable (x F ) or a relatively unfavorable (x U ) outcome. For example, when an individual of predator species A encounters an individual of prey species B, the favorable outcome for the predator is to consume the prey (this is the unfavorable outcome for the prey) and the unfavorable outcome for the predator is for the prey to escape (this is the favorable outcome for the prey). For individuals of species A encountering individuals of species B, we represent the contribution of these alternate outcomes to fitness as βðx F Þ = β F AB and βðx U Þ = β U AB , for the favorable and unfavorable outcomes, respectively. The specific outcomes that we use for each type of interspecific interaction are given in Table S2 .
The probability that an individual receives the favorable outcome depends on the signed distance between phenotypes. Here, we assume that the probability an individual receives the favorable outcome increases nonlinearly with the amount that its phenotype exceeds that of the encountered individual. For an individual of species A encountering an individual of species B, this probability is pðx F Þ = 1 + e −αDðzB−zAÞ :
[S1]
For an illustration of this function, see Fig. S1 A-C. From Eq. 1, the fitness of this individual of species A is as follows:
Although we can numerically evaluate the population mean fitness of species A and the evolution of mean phenotype, z A , using Eq. S2 with Eqs. 2-4, it is not possible to write out exact, closedform expressions. However, Eq. S2 can be well approximated using a first-order Taylor series in e 1, assuming α D ∼ O(e) (1). Using this approximation, the mean fitness of species A at t ≥ T 1 is as follows:
This approximation is accurate as long as the fitness outcomes of interactions are not too sensitive to the phenotype distance (z A − z B ), and thus implies that selection must be weak. We can approximate evolution of the mean phenotype in species A over one generation using Eq. 2 and Eq. S3 as follows:
[S4]
Given the definitions in Table S2 (i.e., β Finally, we can approximate the mean fitness of speciesB at the time of introduction, t = T 2 , using Eq. 5 and Eq. S3,
Because z A ðtÞ > z A ðT 1 Þ and z B ðtÞ > z B ðT 1 Þ for all t > T 1 , we can see from Eq. S5 and the definitions in Table S2 that WBðT 2 Þ < WBðT 1 Þ for all T 2 > T 1 . Consequently, the establishment probability of speciesB calculated in Eq. 6 also must always decrease with increasing phylogenetic distance (Fig. S3) . Establishment probability does not decrease indefinitely, however. Establishment probability will either decline to zero or reach an asymptote (e.g., Fig. S2A ) once the phenotypic distance between the residents and the introduced species has already become so large that further evolution of the residents does not affect their interaction with the introduced species (Fig. S1 A-C) .
Phenotype Matching Model. In this model, the outcome of a random interspecific encounter depends on the absolute distance between phenotypes ( Fig. S1 ; for examples, see Table S1 ). As in the phenotype differences model described above, random encounters are assumed to have two possible outcomes. In this case, the outcomes are an interaction that changes the fitness of both individuals (x I ), or an encounter that ends without an interaction (x NI ). The probability of an interaction following an encounter between an individual of species A and an individual of species B is assumed to increase nonlinearly with the similarity of their phenotypes, z A and z B , and is expressed pðx I Þ = e in which α M > 0 measures how sensitive the probability of interaction is to the phenotypes of the individuals (2). The probability that the encounter ends without an interaction is pðx NI Þ = 1 − pðx I Þ.
If an interaction occurs, the fitness of individual A is changed by an amount βðx I Þ = β AB . The fitness effects of an interaction can be positive or negative depending on the type of interspecific interaction (e.g., positive for mutualists and consumers, negative for competitors and resource species; see also Table S2 ). If an interaction does not occur, the fitness effect is simply βðx NI Þ = 0.
The expected outcome for an individual of species A with phenotype z A encountering an individual of species B with phenotype z B is as follows:
For an illustration of this function, see Fig. S1 D-F. From Eq. 1, the fitness of this individual of species A is as follows:
We can approximate the mean fitness of species A using Eq. 3 and Eq. S7 and assuming that the phenotype distributions ρ A,t (z A ) and ρ B,t (z B ) are Gaussian with means z A ðtÞ and z B ðtÞ and phenotypic variances P A and P B , respectively. According to this method, the mean fitness of species A at t ≥ T 1 is as follows:
in which γ AB = 1 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
From Eq. 2 and Eq. S8, the change in the mean phenotype of species A over one generation is as follows:
in which the additive genetic variance G A is less than or equal to the phenotypic variance, P A . Although we cannot write analytical solutions for the mean phenotypes of species A and B as functions of time t, we can follow the coevolution of species A and B numerically using Eq. S9 and the recursion Eqs. 4 (Fig. S4) . We can then use these numerical solutions for z A ðtÞ and z B ðtÞ to evaluate the mean fitness of speciesB introduced at t = T 2 , which from Eq. 5 and Eq. S8 is as follows:
Furthermore, we can use the numerical solution to Eq. S10 to evaluate Eq. 6, the establishment probability of speciesB introduced at time T 2 (Fig. S4) . Unlike in the phenotype differences model, here the mean fitness ofB, and consequently the establishment probability ofB, can either increase or decrease over time. Once again, these changes in establishment probability cannot continue indefinitely with increasing phylogenetic distance, as establishment probability is bound between zero and 1. Additionally, the change in establishment probability will reach an asymptote (e.g., Fig. S2B ) if residents reach an evolutionary equilibrium (further increases in phylogenetic distance are not associated with additional phenotypic change) or if the phenotypic distance between the residents and the introduced species becomes so large that further increases in phenotypic distance do not change the interaction with the introduced species (Fig. S1 D-F) . Unfortunately, it is not obvious from Eq. S10 how the fitness of speciesB changes with the time of introduction. Therefore, in the next section, we derive a weak selection approximation of the phenotype matching model that allows us write general conditions for the change in establishment probability ofB over time.
Weak Selection Approximation of the Phenotype Matching Model.
To approximate the phenotype matching model above, we use a first-order Taylor series expansion of Eq. S9 in e 1, assuming α M ∼ O(e), as in the phenotype differences model described above. Using the Taylor series approximation of Eq. 3 with Eq. S7 and given phenotype distributions ρ A,t (z A ) and ρ B, t (z B ) with means z A ðtÞ and z B ðtÞ and phenotypic variances P A and P B , respectively, the mean fitness of species A at t ≥ T 1 is approximately as follows:
The change of the mean phenotype of species A in one generation, from Eq. 2, can now be approximated as follows:
[S12]
where φ A = − αM β AB GA 2ðkA + β AB Þ and G A ≤ P A . To follow the coevolution of mean phenotypes z A ðtÞ and z B ðtÞ, we use the recursion
The matrix M has eigenvalues λ 1 = 1 and λ 2 = 1 + φ A + φ B and eigenvectors u
Solving for the coevolved mean phenotypes of species A and B at t ≥ T 1 , z A ðtÞ z B ðtÞ
! ;
[S14]
gives the solutions:
[S15a]
[S15b]
Then, from Eq. 5 and Eq. S11, the mean fitness of speciesB introduced at time T 2 ≥ T 1 is as follows:
[S16]
Using the solutions in Eqs. S15 with Eq. S16, we can find the parameter conditions that yield WBðT 2 Þ > WBðT 1 Þ. Given the relationship between mean fitness and establishment probability in Eq. 6, parameter conditions that increase mean fitness ofB will also increase the establishment probability ofB. We consider two cases, described in Results of the main text. First, we consider whether A-B coevolution immediately (T 2 = T 1 + 1) increases establishment probability (Eq. 7). Second, we consider whether A-B coevolution asymptotically ððT 2 − T 1 Þ → ∞Þ increases establishment probability (Eqs. 8 and Fig. 3 ). for phenotypic matching (Eq. S16). Suppose the ancestral mean phenotype at the time the sister species B andB formed is ζ. Under many biological scenarios (e.g., random genetic drift or nondirectional fluctuating selection), it is reasonable to assume that
and E Â zBðtÞ Ã = ζ for all t ≥ 0; including t = T 2 :
[S17b]
If phenotypic divergence of the sister species before t = T 1 is not too extensive and if coevolution is the dominant source of evolution in A and B after their community formed, then for t ≥ T 1 :
E½z A ðtÞ ≈ z Â ðtÞ;
[S18a]
E½z B ðtÞ ≈ z B ðtÞ;
[S18b]
where z Â ðtÞ and z B ðtÞ are solutions of Eqs. 4 with initial condition z B ðT 1 Þ = ζ. [Approximations (S18) can be justified using 
[S19a]
Using Eqs. S19 for the expectations of d A and d B shows the expected mean fitness of speciesB upon introduction into the A-B community is equivalent to formula S5 for phenotypic differences with the substitutions zBðT 2 Þ = ζ, z B ðT 2 Þ = z B ðT 2 Þ, and z A ðT 2 Þ = z Â ðT 2 Þ. For phenotypic matching, the expected mean fitness ofB upon introduction (Eq. S16) involves Eðd 
BecauseB evolves independently of A and B before it is introduced,
To justify Eq. S21b, write z B ðT 2 Þ = ζ + Δ B + δ B and zBðT 2 Þ = ζ + ΔB + δB, where the Δs are the changes in mean phenotype from speciation (t = 0) to the beginning of A-B coevolution (t = T 1 ) and the δs are the changes from T 1 to T 2 . We have
and
The product zBðT 2 Þz B ðT 2 Þ = ζ 2 + ζðΔB + δB + Δ B + δ B Þ + ΔBΔ B + ΔBδ B + δBΔ B + δBδ B . Taking expectations and using Eqs. S22 gives the following:
Because evolutionary changes in the two species are mutually independent, each expected product in Eq. S23 is the product of expectations, which, using Eq. S22a, shows that Eq. S23 reduces to Eq. S21b. A similar argument justifies Eq. S21a. [S24a]
for some positive constants c A and c B . Thus, Eqs. S20 are
If the divergence variances σ the formula for the expected fitness of speciesB at introduction given phenotypic matching, which is equivalent to Eq. S16 with the substitutions zBðT 2 Þ = ζ, z B ðT 2 Þ = z B ðT 2 Þ, and z A ðT 2 Þ = z Â ðT 2 Þ.
Methods S2
Individual-based simulations were run for phenotype matching and phenotype differences models for all community types (competitors, mutualists, and consumer-resource). These simulations allowed us to relax the assumptions of density independence, fixed phenotypic variances, and weak selection and to incorporate explicitly the effects of demographic stochasticity. Simulations followed populations of diploid, sexual species with phenotypes determined additively by integer alleles at five unlinked, diallelic loci. Individual fitness, from Eq. 1, was modified for discrete, logistic population growth with population size N, carrying capacity K, and intrinsic growth rate r. Specifically, the fitness of an individual A in the absence of an interaction was defined as
For all species, r = 0.2, which is too low to produce chaotic dynamics. Initial allele frequency distributions were chosen to allow equivalent evolutionary change in each community type. The alleles for each individual of species A were drawn from a random uniform integer distribution with limits [0,9]. Alleles for individuals of species B andB were drawn from a random uniform integer distribution with limits [1, 10] in all cases except mutualist communities with phenotype matching, where the limits were [4, 13] to allow convergence (e.g., Fig. S4B ). Because mutualism can lead to population sizes significantly larger than the carrying capacity even with intraspecific density dependence, the carrying capacity for mutualist species was 100; the carrying capacity for all other species was 500.
At the beginning of each run, t = T 1 , the fitness effects, β(x n ), of encounters between resident species A and B were chosen randomly from uniform distributions as shown in Table S2 . Note that, because we found no effect on average of divergence during the time period 0 < t ≤ T 1 , we set T 1 = 0 for simplicity. Because the introduced speciesB is the sister species of B, it receives the same fitness effects from encounters with A, and competition with B has the same fitness effect as intraspecific competition (−r). The population sizes of species A and B were then initialized at their numerically calculated equilibria given the expected phenotype distributions before evolution. Alleles for each individual were then drawn at random from uniform distributions with the ranges given above.
At each time t ≥ T 1 , the populations interact and reproduce to form a new, nonoverlapping generation. The number of interspecific encounters between A and B per generation was set to the floor (greatest integer below) of the expected number, Ä N A N B /K Å . For this number of encounters, individuals were drawn randomly (with replacement) from the pair of species. In both the phenotype differences and phenotype matching cases, encounters resulted in n = 2 different outcomes at their respective phenotype-dependent probabilities, p(x n ), defined as in the preceding sections with α D = 0.05 and α M = 0.002. Outcome x 1 , with fitness effect β(x 1 ), was chosen if a randomly selected value from the uniform distribution [0,1] ≤ p(x 1 ); otherwise, outcome x 2 , with corresponding fitness effect β(x 2 ), was chosen.
Each diploid individual produced a number of haploid gametes drawn randomly from a Poisson distribution with 2× the individual's expected fitness as the mean. Gametes were produced with a randomly chosen parental chromosome as a template. Recombination between parental chromosomes occurred with a probability 0.5 (unlinked) between each locus and mutation either increased or decreased the integer value of an allele (+1 or −1) with probability 0.001. New diploid individuals were formed by randomly drawing pairs of gametes (without replacement) until either zero or one gamete was left.
If t = T 2 (the "introduction time"), an initialB population of four individuals was randomly drawn as described above. Then, for every t until t = T 2 + 20 (i.e., 20 generations postintroduction), individuals of theB population interacted and reproduced following the same rules as the residents. At t = T 2 + 20, theB population was tested to determine whether it had grown from its initial size. If so, it was recorded as "established" in the community. For every community type and interaction mode considered, 25 independent simulations were run for each T 2 , which were spaced every 10 generations up to T 2 = 1,000. S3 . Trajectories of coevolution in the resident community and the effect on establishment probability given interactions mediated by phenotype differences. The upper panels show the mean phenotype values of species A (blue) and B (green) over time. The red arrow shows the mean phenotype of the introduced species,B, which is fixed at zB = z B ðT 1 Þ = 0. The lower panels show the establishment probability of speciesB if introduced into a community at time T 2 = t − T 1 (red) compared with the initial establishment probability (at T 2 = T 1 ; dotted gray). The residents are engaged in a coevolutionary arms race in all community types modeled (A) competitors, k A = k B = kB = 0. Table S2 with β = 0.4. Fig. S4 . Trajectories of coevolution in the resident community and the effect on establishment probability given interactions mediated by phenotype matching. The top panels show the mean phenotype values of species A (blue) and B (green) over time. The red arrow shows the mean phenotype of the introduced species, B, which is fixed at zB = z B ðT 1 Þ = 0. The middle panels show the establishment probability of speciesB if introduced into a community at time T 2 = t − T 1 (red) compared with the initial establishment probability (at T 2 = T 1 ; dotted gray). The bottom panels show the contribution of species A (blue) and B (green) to the fitness of the introduced species,B. When this contribution is positive (negative), it facilitates (resists) growth of the introduced species. For all entries, the baseline effect β > 0 is given with the appropriate sign for the interaction type. The analytical models assume 0 < β < k, such that the magnitude of the fitness effect of an interaction is less than fitness in the absence of an interaction. The simulations assume 0 ≤ β ≤ r, such that the magnitude of the fitness effect of an interaction is equal or less than the intrinsic growth rate.
